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� Externally solidified crystals (ESCs)
migration model is proposed for flow-
induced microstructural segregation.

� Real-time in situ X-ray synchrotron
radiography of semi-solid metal flow
is conducted.

� In-situ and validation experimental
results support the ESCs migration
model.

� The segregation is controllable by
adjusting process parameters.
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a b s t r a c t

Lightweight alloys produced by pressurized castings suffer from flow-induced microstructural segrega-
tion due to the migration of externally solidified crystals (ESCs). Although some qualitative research
has been carried out on ESCs migration, quantitative prediction of it is still demanded. In this respect,
an ESCs migration model based on hydrodynamics and the rheological behaviour of semi-solid metals
(SSMs) is proposed to estimate flow-induced microstructural segregation. By employing the model, a
plug flow region having a decisive influence on ESCs migration is observed according to the flow simu-
lation of yield-pseudoplastic SSMs. Good agreement between the experimental data and the simulation
results is obtained, suggesting that such flow-induced microstructural segregation is controllable by
manipulating process parameters such as solid fraction, cavity size and filling velocity. A real-time
in situ synchrotron X-ray radiography experiment is carried out to reveal the nature of ESCs migration
and provide evidence for the hypothesized flow-induced ESCs migration mechanism. A semi-empirical
solid fraction-related rheological (SFR) model capable of relating rheological parameters with solid frac-
tion of SSMs is also proposed, enabling the optimization of process parameters.
� 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Lightweight alloys such as aluminium alloys and magnesium
alloys are widely used in automotive industry and electronic
industry owing to their high specific strength [1,2]. Pressurized
castings such as high pressure die casting (HPDC) and squeeze
casting are common methods to produce thin-wall and complex-
shaped lightweight alloys [3–5]. The main characteristic of pres-
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surized castings is the applied pressure introduced to help the fill-
ing and feeding processes in order to avoid misrun and shrinkage
porosity. However, components produced by pressurized castings
suffer from defects such as surface blistering, microstructural seg-
regation and porosity [6–9].

The segregation of externally solidified crystals (ESCs) is rela-
tively common in HPDC lightweight alloys [10,11]. ESCs arise from
two sources: (i) crystals solidified due to temperature decrease
when the melt is held in a cold chamber before the filling process;
(ii) solid particles in the semi-solid slurry during HPDC [12]. These
ESCs diffusing in semi-solid metals (SSMs) move with the solid–
liquid mixture in the subsequent filling process. Normally ESCs
are found to exhibit an inhomogeneous distribution throughout
the microstructural of solidified components. ESCs tend to concen-
trate at the central part of a casting, causing microstructural segre-
gation and hence, leading to the deterioration of mechanical
properties [12]. Both the size and spatial distribution of ESCs are
believed to have significant influence on the strength and plasticity
of castings [7,13,14]. In this respect, understanding the segregation
behaviour of ESCs is crucial for process optimization to eliminate
the microstructural segregation.

A number of mechanisms have been proposed by Laukli et al.
[12] to describe ESCs segregation. Among them, the flow-related
lift mechanism is most widely accepted [15,16]. According to the
flow-related lift mechanism, ESCs segregation is strongly related
to the flow of SSMs during filling process. The non-linear velocity
profile i.e. the changing shear rate of SSMs flowing across the radial
direction is thought to be the key influence factor for ESCs segrega-
tion. For SSMs which behave like non-Newtonian fluid, the shear
rate is not constant when the SSMs flow along the runner and
mould, i.e., the flow velocity increases and the shear rate decreases
along the radial direction towards the central part. Thus, it can be
inferred that the solid particles are forced to migrate from the wall
to the centre due to the higher velocity difference between the par-
ticle and the liquid near the wall. Additionally, the Magnus lift
force caused by the spinning of the particles can also induce the
movement of the particles toward the region of higher velocity.
It can thus be expected that both the non-linear velocity profile
and the Magnus lift force could contribute to the migration of ESCs.

However, most of previously published studies focused on the
influence of casting parameters, such as the solid fraction (pouring
temperature) of SSM, die temperature and filling velocity on ESCs
segregation, and qualitatively explained the experimental results
with the flow-related lift mechanism [10,12,14–17]. The absence
of a quantitative model limits further research and theory applica-
tion to reduce and potentially avoid ESCs segregation, thus,
improving casting quality. It is clear that the flow-related migra-
tion hypothesis is dependent on the flow behaviour of SSMs.
Hence, analysing and modelling the flow behaviour of SSMs is
believed to provide a new solution to the quantification of ESCs
segregation.

The flow behaviour of SSMs is determined by the rheological
behaviour of SSMs and casting parameters [18–20]. Thus far, stud-
ies have suggested that SSMs are pseudoplastic (shear thinning)
with the most significant feature being the viscosity decrease with
the increase in shear rate [21–27]. A number of rheological models,
which are fundamental for the current numerical modelling of SSM
flow, have been proposed under this premise [21,24,28]. More
recently, further research lead to redefining SSMs as yield-
pseudoplastic fluid thanks to the observation of yield stress in
SSMs [29]. In this respect, yield stress can be defined as the critical
point of shear stress at which the SSMs begin to flow. In other
words, the yield stress implies that SSMs behave like ‘‘solid” when
the applied shear stress is below the yield stress, while SSM flow as
‘‘liquid” if the yield stress is exceeded. Based on this, Herschel-
2

Bulkley (HB) model [30] is introduced to describe the rheological
behaviour of SSMs:

sð _cÞ ¼ sy þ K _cn ð1Þ
where s is the shear stress, sy is the yield stress, K is the consistency
factor, _c is the shear rate and n is the flow exponent. The yield
stress, consistency factor and flow exponent are rheological param-
eters which are determined by the natural properties of the fluid.
The shear stress and shear rate are variables which represent the
applied shear force per unit area and the velocity gradient in a flow-
ing fluid, respectively. The flow exponent value n ¼ 1; n < 1 and
n > 1 corresponds to Bingham fluid, yield-pseudoplastic fluid and
yield dilatant fluid, respectively [31]. The applicability of HB model
for SSMs has been verified by its reasonable flow exponent and con-
sistency with the experimental data in our previously study [32].

The rheological parameters are found to be significantly
affected by temperature which determines the solid fraction of
SSMs on account of the quantity and morphology of the solid par-
ticles dispersed in the liquid phase [21]. Establishing the relation-
ship between the rheological parameters and the solid fraction is a
widely used method to improve rheological models [26,33,34].
Conventionally, the relationship is modelled by fitting the rheolog-
ical parameters with respect to solid fraction by linear or exponen-
tial equations. However, this approach causes a major drawback:
they are only applicable in a narrow solid fraction range without
the boundary conditions (reasonable rheological parameters at
the solid fraction of 0 and 1) being satisfied. This issue may limit
the generalization and application of the approach. Therefore, a
model which not only is consistent with the experimental data,
with the boundary conditions satisfied, but also meets the under-
lying mechanism of the rheological behaviour of SSMs, should be
established for SSMs flow.

To quantitatively model the microstructural segregation caused
by the migration of ESCs, an ESCs migration model based on the
flow modelling of SSMs is proposed in this study. The key factor
responsible for ESCs migration is analysed, where a semi-
empirical solid fraction-related rheological (SFR) model for
describing SSMs flow is established by relating the rheological
parameters of HB model with solid fraction with boundary condi-
tions satisfied. The prediction of the ESCs segregation area sizes
yielded by the proposed model is compared with the experimental
observations for validation.
2. ESCs migration model

2.1. Yield stress and plug flow

As discussed previously, SSMs are a yield-pseudoplastic fluid
instead of a pseudoplastic fluid. The crucial difference between
these two types of fluid is that a yield stress, which works as the
threshold value to determine whether the fluid flows or not, exist
in a yield-pseudoplastic fluid but not in a pseudoplastic fluid. Dif-
ferent from a pseudoplastic fluid, there is a plug flow region in a
yield-pseudoplastic fluid as a result of the yield stress during flow.
For further studying the plug flow region, a typical fluid condition
existing during the casting process, the Poiseuille flow [35] (steady
state flow in a circular tube) of yield-pseudoplastic fluid is anal-
ysed hereafter. Considering a unit Poiseuille flow with the length
of dL and according to conservation of momentum (the driving
force equal to the shear stress), the shear stress s at radius r is [35]:

s ¼ r
2
dp
dL

ð2Þ

where dp is the driving force of the unit, dp=dL is the pressure gra-
dient accordingly. The shear stress reaches the maximum at r ¼ R,



Fig. 1. Comparison between the flow behaviours of (a) a yield-pseudoplastic fluid
and (b) a pseudoplastic fluid.
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where R is the radius of the tube; and it decreases with decreasing
radius, reaching the minimum value of 0 corresponding to r ¼ 0. For
a yield-pseudoplastic fluid, when the shear stress decreases to the
yield stress with the corresponding radius being rc , there is no rel-
ative motion (shear rate) between the flow layers in the region
r < rc (plug flow region) where the SSMs act as solid, and the fluid
in the plug flow region moves forward integrally with zero shear
rate along the radial direction. While for the pseudoplastic fluid, rel-
ative motion exists across the entire radius with the absence of plug
flow region. The comparison between the flow behaviours of yield-
pseudoplastic fluid and pseudoplastic fluid is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Both of the two fluids show non-linear velocity profile in the shear
flow region: the shear rate decreasing with decreasing radius in the
shear flow region.

2.2. Flow-induced ESCs migration

Since the non-linear velocity profile during SSMs flow is
thought to be the origin of ESCs lift, it is reasonable to propose a
flow-induced ESCs migration mechanism taking the plug flow
region into consideration. For yield-pseudoplastic SSMs, ESCs lift
only occurs in the shear flow region where non-linear velocity pro-
file exists. During SSMs flow, the ESCs gradually move from the
wall to the boundary between shear flow region and plug flow
region due to the non-linear velocity profile in the shear flow
region. After arriving the boundary, the ESCs will keep moving into
the plug flow region because of the inertia effect. Subsequently, the
ESCs will be intercepted by the plug flow region after the kinetic
energy dissipates because there is no shear rate in the integrally
moving plug flow region. In short, the flow-induced ESCs migration
mechanism proposed is that the ESCs tend to be localized in the
plug flow region of SSMs flow as a result of the absence of shearing.

Based on the above hypothesis, the flow behaviour of SSMs in
the Poiseuille flow is modelled hereafter to describe the migration
of ESCs in the filling process. Regarding SSMs as yield-
pseudoplastic fluid, previously mentioned HB model (Eq. (1)) is
employed as its rheological model for the SSMs flow.

The flow velocity (uðrÞ) of SSMs at the radius of r is:

uðrÞ ¼ �
Z R

r

_cdr ð3Þ

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eq. (3), the velocity profile
along the radial direction (uHBðrÞ) and the average flow velocity
(�uHB) of yield-pseudoplastic SSMs are:

uHBðrÞ ¼
n

nþ1
1
2K

dp
dL

� �1
n ðR� rcÞ

nþ1
n � ðr � rcÞ

nþ1
n

h i
r > rc

n
nþ1

1
2K

dp
dL

� �1
nðR� rcÞ

nþ1
n r 6 rc

8>><
>>: ð4Þ

and

�uHB ¼ pr2c uðrcÞ þ
R R
rc
2pruðrÞdr

pR2 ð5Þ

respectively, and rc yields

rc ¼ 2sy
dL
dp

ð6Þ

derived by substituting the yield stress sy into Eq. (2). It can be seen
from Eq. (6) that the dimension of the plug flow region is deter-
mined by the yield stress and the pressure gradient along the axial
direction. The pressure gradient can be calculated through Eqs. (4)
and (5) with a given flow velocity of SSMs. Thus, the dimension of
plug flow region i.e. ESCs migration area can finally be derived by
solving Eqs. (4)–(6).
3

2.3. SFR model

The rheological parameters are essential for solving the above
equations. In this study, a semi-solid A356 alloy is studied as an
example in order to clarify the rheological parameters of SSMs.
The yield stresses, flow exponents and consistency factor obtained
by means of a rheological test and HB model fitting are illustrated
in Fig. 2(a). The detailed rheological test method and data analysis
can be found in Appendix A.

The yield stress, flow exponent and consistency of the HB model
vary consistently with the solid fraction as shown in Fig. 2(a).
These parameters are determined by the content, size, shape and
the strength of the solid phase as well as the content and viscosity
of the liquid phase. Note that the solid fraction, instead of the tem-
perature, is used here as a variable, as the former is more relevant
to the state of the material. The yield stress and consistency factor,
both increase with increasing solid fraction; while the flow expo-
nent shows an opposite trend. It can be expected that with increas-
ing solid fraction, the content, shape complexity and volume of the
dendrites increase, enhancing the network caused by inter-atomic
interactions and coherent dendrites and thus raising the yield
stress. Similarly, the consistency factor, which represents the basic
viscosity of SSMs, is also affected by these parameters which slow
down the flow after the network and coherent dendrites collapse
by shearing. The decrease of the flow exponent with increasing
solid fraction may be due to the increasing disagglomeration den-
sity (the number of disaggregate solid particle clusters per unit vol-
ume) of the solid particles. More solid particle clusters tend to form
in higher solid fraction, leading to the increase of disagglomeration
density with increasing shear rate, which aggravates the shear
thinning phenomenon of SSMs and causes the decrease of flow
exponent.

It is clear that the HB model needs modifications in order to be
applied in the ESCs migration model due to the changing rheolog-
ical parameters with solid fraction. In this respect, a semi-
empirical SFR model is proposed by establishing mathematical
relationships between the rheological parameters of HB model
and the solid fraction of SSMs. The SFR model consists of three
equations describing the yield stress sy, consistency factor K and
flow exponent n, respectively.



Fig. 2. (a) Yield stress, flow exponent and consistency factor of HB model versus solid fraction and comparison between experimental and the modelling results of (b) yield
stress, (c) flow exponent and (d) consistency factor.
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2.3.1. Consistency factor
Referring to Maron-Pierce viscosity model for the suspensions

of spherical particles [36], the consistency factor of SSMs is repre-
sented in Eq. (7) if the morphology of the solid phase is regarded to
be spherical:

K
g0

¼ 1� f s
/m

� ��2

ð7Þ

where g0 is the viscosity of liquid phase of SSMs; /m is the densest
possible packing volume fraction for solid particles in SSMs. When
f s P /m, the viscosity is infinite because SSMs are unable to flow
due to the stacking of the solid particles within it.

The viscosity of liquid phase g0 is estimated by the viscosity of
the metal just above the liquidus temperature to be 0.590 Pa�s for
A356 alloy (note that this value is measured by the same system as
the rheology test of semi-solid A356 alloy to ensure the consis-
tency of the data). The densest possible packing volume fraction
/m is certainly lower than 1 for SSMs and it is believed to be equal
to the solid fraction at which the solid particles of SSMs are coher-
ent with each other. To calculate /m, a model for particles of arbi-
trary shape is introduced [37]: /m ¼ 2=ð0:32rp þ 3:02Þ, where rp is
the average aspect ratio of the particles. The calculated /m is equal
to 0:599 for spherical solid particles with rp ¼ 1.

2.3.2. Flow exponent
An empirical relationship for the flow exponent as a function of

the solid fraction and the average aspect ratio is modified by sub-
stituting the particle volume fraction by the solid fraction of the
model proposed for the suspensions of solid particles [37]:

n ¼ 1� arpðf s=/mÞb, where rp ¼ 1 and /m ¼ 0:599 as previously
stated; a and b are fitting parameters in the original equation.
4

Moreover, it is clear that when f s ¼ /m, which means the solid frac-
tion is the densest possible packing value and the SSMs behave
extreme shear thinning property, n should equal to 0. That means
arp should be equal to 1, leading to a ¼ 1 for SSMs with rp ¼ 1. As a
result, the flow exponent of SSMs with respect to solid fraction is:

n ¼ 1� f s
/m

� �b

ð8Þ

By fitting the flow exponents of semi-solid A356 alloy, b ¼ 0:725
with R2 ¼ 0:950.

2.3.3. Yield stress
For the yield stress, Heymann et al. [38] proposed a modified

form of Maron-Pierce model, referring to which the yield stress
of SSMs with respect to solid fraction can be calculated by:

sy ¼ s0 1� f s
/m

� ��2

� 1

 !
ð9Þ

where s0 is a fitting parameter. s0 is actually the yield stress at
f s ¼ /mð1�

ffiffiffi
2

p
=2Þ (f s ¼ 0:175 for semi-solid A356 alloy) and is

related to the size of the solid particles. The reasonable fitting
results (R2 ¼ 0:951) of the yield stress of semi-solid A356 alloy gives
s0 ¼ 31:3 Pa.

In short, the SFR model is established by the combination of Eqs.
(7)–(9).

In contrast to other rheological parameter models of SSMs
[26,39], either based on temperature or solid fraction, the SFR
model has a major advantage on the satisfaction of boundary con-
ditions. As shown in Table 1, the boundary conditions are the yield
stress of 0 Pa and infinite, the flow exponent of 1 and 0, the consis-



Table 1
Boundary values of the rheological parameters of the SFR model.

Solid fraction
f s

Yield stress sy
(Pa)

Flow exponent
n

Consistency factor
K

0 0 1 [40] 0.590
0.599 (/m) 1 0 1
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tency factor of 0.590 and infinite at f s ¼ 0 and f s ¼ /m, respectively.
For the yield stress, its value is infinite as it is expected to be a rigid
object at f s ¼ /m; and it equals 0 Pa at f s ¼ 0, corresponding to the
non-existence of yield stress at the liquid state. For the flow expo-
nent, the value is equal to 1 at f s ¼ 0, which means that SSMs are
Newtonian fluids at f s ¼ 0; and the value approaches 0 which
demonstrates the extreme shear thinning property of SSMs as f s
approaches /m. For the consistency factor describing the basic vis-
cosity of SSMs, it equals to 0.590 in line with the liquid viscosity at
f s ¼ 0; and it approaches infinite at f s ¼ /m, exhibiting the prop-
erty of a solid body. Subsequently, the SFR model is used to model
the three rheological parameters in the HB model. According to the
comparison of experimental and modelling results shown in Fig. 2
(b), (c) and (d), the rheological parameters are well modelled by
the SFR model. In summary, it has been shown in this section that
the SFR model is capable of describing the rheological parameters
including the yield stress, flow exponent and consistency factor in
the HB model for the semi-solid A356 alloy. Furthermore, the SFR
model provides a general way to model the rheological parameters
of SSMs accounting for the boundary conditions.

Finally, the flow-induced microstructural segregation can be
simulated by solving Eqs. (4)–(6) from the ESCs migration model
using the rheological parameters calculated with the SFR model
(the combination of Eqs. (7)–(9)). Accordingly, the ESCs migration
area is determined by coupling the filling velocity and rheological
parameters as a function of the solid fraction.
3. Experimental validation

3.1. Die filling experiment and results

In order to investigate the degrees of ESCs segregation under
various solid fractions and filling velocities, a die filling experiment
illustrated in Fig. 3 was carried out. A356 alloy ingots with the
composition shown in Table A.1 were heated in a graphite crucible
located in a resistance furnace and isothermally treated at 700 �C
for 3 h to insure the melt of the alloy. Subsequently, the tempera-
ture of the furnace was set to three different temperatures (600 �C,
595 �C and 590 �C, respectively) corresponding to specific solid
fractions (0.22, 0.27 and 0.33, respectively) of semi-solid A356
alloy. During the cooling process, the melt was stirred by a graphite
rod coated with inorganic salt to obtain semi-solid slurry. The rota-
tion rate of the rod was set to be 300 rpm (rpm) to fragment the
dendrites of the ESCs. A type K thermocouple was placed at half
depth of the melt to monitor the temperature.

When the desired temperature was reached, the graphite cru-
cible was taken out of the furnace and the semi-solid slurry was
poured into an H13 steel die. The die with the geometry as shown
in Fig. 4(a) was preheated to �300 �C and coated by foundry coat-
ing. The open outlet of the die allowed the semi-solid slurry to flow
continuously in the circular runner until solidification. The filling
velocity, corresponding to the average flow velocity in Section 2,
was controlled by adjusting the pouring height. Three pouring
heights including 0 m, 0.5 m and 1 m higher than the inlet were
applied; the corresponding filling velocities were v1; v2 and v3,
respectively.
5

Slice samples were cut from the radial cross section of the cast-
ings, located at 20 mm from the outlet, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Sub-
sequently, the samples were grounded, polished and etched with
30% HCl, 10% HNO3, 2% HF and 58% distilled water for 60 s to reveal
the ESCs. Optical stereomicroscope was used to obtain the micro-
graphs of the samples.

The experimental ESCs distributions of semi-solid A356 alloy at
different filling velocities and solid fractions are shown as Fig. 4(b –
f). It can be seen that the dimension of ESCs segregation area varies
with the solid fraction and filling velocity. The dimension of the
localized ESCs increases with increasing solid fraction and decreas-
ing filling velocity.
3.2. Modelling results

The plug flow caused by the yield-pseudoplastic nature of SSMs
is thought to be strongly related to the segregation of the ESCs
according to the previous flow analysis. The concentrated ESCs
are proposed to be located in the plug flow region according to
the flow-induced ESCs segregation assumption. To identify it, the
die filling experimental results are quantitatively analysed to com-
pare with the modelling results of the established ESCs migration
model and the SFR model. In addition, experimental results shown
in Fig. 5 obtained by Laukli et al. [12] through the method similar
to this study are also introduced to validate the modelling results.
The degree of ESCs segregation increases with the increase of solid
fraction, showing the same trend as the experimental results of
this study.

The relative dimensions of the localized ESCs in Fig. 4(b – f) and
Fig. 5 are quantitatively measured and calculated. The radius of the
localized ESCs area rESC is characterised by half the mean distance
between the edges of the localized ESCs area along the green lines.
The relative dimensions of the localized ESCs areas in Fig. 4(b – f)
are represented by rESC=R, where R is the radius of the runner, cor-
responding to the tube radius in Section 2. For Fig. 5(a – c), the
defect bands are observed and their formation is believed to be
caused by the local flow of SSMs [14,41]. This indicates no flow
outside the defect bands. Therefore, the defect bands are believed
to be the real walls instead of the runner walls when calculating
for Fig. 5(a –c). The obtained rESC=R values are listed in Table 2.

The experimental parameters including pouring solid fraction,
die cavity size (runner radius) and filling velocity (because the fill
velocities are difficult to calculate due to the friction loss, the filling
velocities in this research and Ref. [12] are estimated by bench-
marks employing the models at f s ¼ 0:33 and f s ¼ 0:30, respec-
tively) are introduced to the models to simulate the relative
dimensions of the plug flow regions (rc=R) using MATLAB (Math-
works, Natick, MA, USA). Fig. 6 presents the comparison between
the modelling and the experimental results from both this work
and Ref. [12], where good agreement is obtained. For Fig. 6(b),
the pouring solid fraction is 0.28, and the experimental results
located slightly above the modelling curve at f s ¼ 0:3.

The above results indicate that the relative dimensions of the
localized ESCs areas yield good agreement with the plug flow
region calculated by the process parameters including solid frac-
tion, die cavity size and filling velocity. The relative dimension of
the localized ESCs area can be estimated by the proposed model.
4. Discussion

The key advantage of the ESCs migration model lies in the mod-
elling of the plug flow region caused by the yield stress of SSMs. By
contrast, the widely used power law model [21] for SSMs without
yield stress is introduced here to reveal the flow characteristic of
the yield-pseudoplastic SSMs:



Fig. 3. Process flow diagram of the die filling experiment.

Fig. 4. (a) Geometry of the half of the die; experimental distributions of ESCs at filling velocity of v2 and solid fractions of (b) 0.22, (c) 0.27 and (d) 0.33; distributions of ESCs
at solid fractions of 0.27 and filling velocities of (e) v1 and (f) v3.
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sð _cÞ ¼ K _cn ð10Þ
Combining Eqs. (2), (10) and (3), the velocity profile along the

radial direction (uplðrÞ) and the average flow velocity (�upl) of pseu-
doplastic SSMs are shown as Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively:

uplðrÞ ¼ n
nþ 1

1
2K

dp
dL

� �1
n

R
nþ1
n � r

nþ1
n

� �
ð11Þ

�upl ¼ n
3nþ 1

1
2K

dp
dL

� �1
n

R
nþ1
n ð12Þ

The comparison of the relative velocity profiles (uðrÞ=�u) of the
yield-pseudoplastic and pseudoplastic SSMs along the radial direc-
tion calculated by Eqs. (4), (5), (11) and (12) with different flow
6

exponent n is shown as Fig. 7. For pseudoplastic SSMs, the relative
flow velocity is zero at r ¼ R, corresponding to the maximum shear
stress, and it increases with decreasing radius until reaching the
maximum value at r ¼ 0. In contrast, the flow velocity does not
increase but keep constant after the radius decreases to a certain
value (rc) for yield-pseudoplastic SSMs. The flow exponent also
influences the relative velocity profiles, where high flow exponent
widens the velocity range. The effect of flow exponent seems more
pronounced for pseudoplastic SSMs than yield-pseudoplastic SSMs
given the presence of the plug flow region in the latter. Addition-
ally, it is worth noting that pseudoplastic SSMs also shows a ‘‘plug
flow”-like behaviour when the flow exponent is extremely low
(n < 0:1) which is caused by the extreme shear thinning property.



Fig. 5. Distributions of ESCs from Ref. [12] with respect to solid fraction (a) 0.07, (b) 0.16, (c) 0.22 and (d) 0.30 (with the light blue lines denoting the defect bands).

Table 2
Relative dimensions of ESCs segregation areas rESC=R.

This work Laukli et al. [12]

f s Filling velocity rESC=R f s rESC=R
0.22 v2 0.675 0.07 0.581
0.27 v1 0.875 0.16 0.847

v2 0.827 0.22 0.886
v3 0.805 0.30 0.924

0.33 v2 0.823

Fig. 6. Comparison of the relative dimensions of experimental the localized ESCs areas and modelling plug flow regions at (a) different solid fractions and (b) filling velocities
(with the red stars denoting experimental results and coloured curves denoting modelling results).
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The above significant differences between yield-pseudoplastic
and pseudoplastic SSMs indicate that the plug flow region can be
7

revealed only when the SSMs is treated as yield-pseudoplastic
fluid. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that the conventional con-



Fig. 7. 3D colour map of the relative velocity profiles of Poiseuille flow of (a) the yield-pseudoplastic SSMs with rc ¼ R=2 and (b) the pseudoplastic SSMs, indicating the effect
of flow exponent on flow velocity distribution. Note that rc may not be constant in practice due to the varying solid fraction.
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cept treating the SSMs as pseudoplastic fluid limits the study of the
influence of SSMs flow on such microstructural segregation.

Furthermore, the ESCs migration model is employed to simulate
the filling process of semi-solid A356 alloy in a circular tube with a
radius of 1 mm, and thus, analysing the influence of casting param-
eters on the flow-induced microstructural segregation. The simula-
tion results are shown in Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8(a), the ratio of the plug flow region radius to
tube radius rc=R increases with increasing of solid fraction, indicat-
ing that it is positively related to the yield stress. The ratio rc=R is
very low at a solid fraction value of 0.01; it keeps increasing to 0.95
with the solid fraction raising to 0.5; the increase rate gradually
descends. The solid fraction also influences the pressure gradient
significantly: the latter increases by orders of magnitude when
the former increase. The evolution of pressure gradient shows that
the pressure loss during the filling process of the SSM is projected
to increase rapidly with increasing solid fraction at a constant fill-
ing velocity, which indicates that higher driving forces are
demanded at higher solid fractions. In addition, Fig. 8(b) and (c)
shows that rc=R significantly decreases with increasing filling
velocity by orders of magnitude at the same solid fraction. In other
words, an enhanced filling velocity is required to maintain a rela-
tively low rc=R when the solid fraction of SSMs is high. A similar
trend can also be observed in the simulation results in Fig. 6(b).
However, the filling velocity affects not only rc=R but the pressure
gradient. A high velocity leads to a low radius of plug region as well
as a high pressure gradient which cannot be neglected because the
pressure generated by driving force determines whether a high
level of pressure gradient in a certain length can exist (Fig. 8(c)).

Above all, the radius of the plug region is positively correlated
with the solid fraction and negatively correlated with the filling
velocity. Additionally, according to the filling behaviour of SSMs,
reducing the plug flow region to an extremely small scale or
enlarging it up to the wall may be effective to prevent the flow-
induced microstructural segregation. This can be achieved by
adjusting the aforementioned processing parameters. Both the
solid fraction and the filling velocity are adjustable for the opti-
mization of the segregation. The dimension of the ESCs segregation
area can be reduced by choosing low solid fraction and/or high fill-
ing velocity during the process; alternatively, it can be expanded
by applying high solid fraction and/or low filling velocity.

The ESCs migration model is constructed on hydrodynamics
and the rheological behaviour of SSMs. Some assumptions are
adopted during the modelling process in order to attain a reason-
ably simplified model. The SSMs are believed to be adequately stir-
red to an equilibrium state during the semi-solid process. Thus, the
ESCs are regarded as globular or rosette-like shaped particles dis-
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persed in the liquid phase of SSMs in the rheological modelling,
and the translation and fragmentation of the ESCs during the filling
process are neglected. The SSMs are assumed to be isothermal
since the filling process is generally fast and independent of solid-
ification. Consequently, the growth of the ESCs, the nuclear of new
crystals, the solute redistribution and the natural convection
related to solidification are neglected during the filling process.
The rotation of the ESCs caused by the interaction between the
crystals is also ignored.

Although the ESCs migration model is based on reasonable
assumptions, some of the simplified factors might have minor
effects on the modelling results. The morphology and size of the
ESCs may vary according to different semi-solid processes which
the SSMs have experienced [42–44]. The shape of the ESCs could
be dendritic, rosette-like or globular. During the filling process,
the crystals might also experience translation and fragmentation,
if the SSMs have not been adequately stirred before filling. The
shape and size changing of the ESCs can lead to variations of the
rheological behaviour of SSMs, causing the change of the rheolog-
ical parameters (sy;K and n); for example, K and n of a SSM, in
which the shape of the ESCs is more complex, tend to be higher
and lower, respectively [26,27,45,46]. The changes could affect
the ESCs migration modelling result according to Eqs. (4) and (6).
In that case, rigorous rheological tests are required for different
SSMs to obtain accurate rheological parameters, which can then
be used to calculate the flow-induced segregation from the model,
accordingly.

The rotation of the ESCs might also affect the flow-induced seg-
regation. The rotation could be associated with two different types
of interactions: the interaction between the ESCs and liquid and
the interaction amongst the ESCs. The former rotation is strongly
related to the velocity profile of the liquid phase and likely to cause
a fixed rotation direction of the ESCs. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the
crystal is dragged by the flowing liquid to move along the flow
direction during the filling process. The velocity of the liquid layer
on the top of the crystal is higher than that at the bottom, which
will induce the crystal to rotate clockwise. The rotation of the crys-
tal further generates a Magnus lift force. The Magnus lift force
pushes the rotating crystal towards the liquid layer of which the
velocity is intensified by the rotation, i.e., upward direction in
Fig. 9. This means that the rotation could lead to the ESCs migrat-
ing towards the plug flow region. Accordingly, the Magnus lift
force, which is caused by the rotation resulting from interaction
between the ESCs and liquid phase, is already taken into consider-
ation by the ESCs migration model. On the other hand, the interac-
tion among the ESCs is likely to cause crystals to rotate in random
directions. The Magnus lift forces caused by different rotation



Fig. 8. Simulation results of the filling process of the semi-solid A356 alloy: (a) the ratio of plug flow region radius to tube radius (rc=R) and axial pressure gradient (dp=dL) at
different f s under a filling velocity of 0.1 m/s, (b) rc=R versus f s under different filling velocities, (c) the evolutions of rc=R and dp=dL with filling velocity at f s ¼ 0:3.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the rotation and the Magnus lift force caused by the
interaction between crystals and the liquid phase.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the high temperature shear apparatus used for real-
time in situ synchrotron X-ray radiography.
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directions might push individual crystal either towards the centre
or towards the wall. Therefore, it is possible that the ESCs domi-
nated by such Magnus lift force migrate towards the wall, which
might become an interference for the modelling.

5. Real-time in situ synchrotron X-ray radiography

The ESCs migration model proposed is based on the flow-
induced ESCs migration mechanism underpinning the movement
of the ESCs from a high shear rate layer to a low shear rate layer,
in the shear flow region of the SSMs. In order to confirm and visu-
alise the ESCs migration behaviour within the shear flow region
during flow of SSMs, a real-time in situ synchrotron X-ray radiog-
raphy experiment was carried on the flow process of a SSM. The
real-time in situ observation offers an effective way for the visual-
isation of ESCs in SSMs [47].

5.1. Experimental methods

A high temperature shearing apparatus (Fig. 10) was used for
the real-time synchrotron X-ray radiography experiment. Al-
15Cu alloy was chosen as the experimental materials owing to
its similar solidification process with A356 alloy, as well as the sig-
nificant radiographic contrast between Al and Cu elements under
X-rays. A plate sample cut from Al-15Cu alloy ingot was manufac-
tured to the size of /24� 0:7 mm. The sample was held between
two /24� 1 mm graphite parallel plates located in a furnace.
The temperature of the furnace was set to 700 �C and maintained
for 10 min to entirely melt the sample. Subsequently, the temper-
ature was reduced to 615 �C with a cooling rate of �4 �C/min to
allow the sample to partially solidify into a semi-solid state. The
sample was firstly sheared by rotating one of the graphite plates
with a speed of 0.8 rpm for 10 min, followed by further shearing
with an increased rotational speed of 4 rpm. The microstructural
radiographs were recorded by the CCD camera during the whole
9

shearing process. The shearing provided decreasing shear rate
along the radial direction towards the rotation centre [48].

This real-time in situ experiment was conducted at 4W1A
beamline of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). A
20 keV monochromatic beam was used, which enabled enough
contrast between the ESCs and the liquid phase. The spatial resolu-
tion was 10 lm and the field of view (FOV) was 20� 10 mm (hori-
zon � vertical). The microstructure of the sample was recorded as
1300� 1030 pixels images by every 1 s. The raw images were pro-
cessed with the Open Source software ImageJ [49] for the analysis.
A flat-field correction was applied to the raw images by subtracting
the reference image before cooling. Contrast enhancement and
noise reduction were applied to the images, followed by image
colouring to highlight the ESCs.
5.2. Real-time in situ observation results and discussion

The real-time in situ images of ESCs during shearing at the rota-
tion speed of 4 rpm are shown in Fig. 11. Due to size limitation, the
images include just over a quarter of the sample in the FOV, but
sufficiently representative for the ESCs behaviour during shearing.
Under the experimental temperature, there is a number of ESCs
with different sizes and morphologies in the SSM. Some of the ESCs
have a rosette-like shape caused by shearing; yet some large den-
drites with the size of �2 mm still exist due to low rotation speed
and short shearing time. Nevertheless, some of the small and large
ESCs exhibit a migration behaviour towards the centre, which
should be a consequence of the non-linear velocity profile as anal-
ysed in the previous sections. Other ESCs which do not show
migration behaviour are believed to be blocked by the surrounding
ESCs. The blocked ESCs may be fragmented during the shearing
process [27], by which the ESCs were broken up into small ones
and allowed to migrate.

Except for the non-linear velocity profile, other potential factors
which may be responsible for the migration of the ESCs are dis-
cussed here. The first factor is buoyancy: the ESCs are a-Al and sus-



Fig. 11. Real-time in situ synchrotron X-ray radiography results: (a) 231 s, (b) 242 s, (c) 242 s, (d) 249 s, (e) 278 s, (f) 289 s, (g) 335 s and (h) 347 s after shearing under 4 rpm
(with the coloured arrows denote the migrating directions of the ESCs in coloured circle lines).
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pend in the Cu-enriched liquid due to the solidification process;
buoyancy caused by density difference between the ESCs and the
liquid could drive the ESCs upwards. The second factor is the drag
force: the ESCs may be dragged along the flow direction of the liq-
uid resulting from the drag force [50]. Taking the two factors into
consideration, the migration of ESCs towards both upward and
rotation directions might not be generated by non-linear velocity
profile, as shown in Fig. 11(a) – (d). In fact, migrations towards
the centre under the effect of non-linear velocity profile are
observed in Fig. 11(e) – (h). The ESCs in the above images would
10
not migrate towards the illustrated direction if the driving force
was composed of buoyancy and drag force. Only when the influ-
ence of non-linear shear rate is considered, can part of the buoy-
ancy and drag force be balanced and the ESCs migrate towards
the centre. This finding obtained through real-time in situ syn-
chrotron X-ray radiography supports the flow-induce ESCs migra-
tion fundamental hypothesis of the proposed ESCs migration
model.
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6. Conclusions

A plug flow region without shear rate in SSMs is postulated by
flow simulation employing the ESCs migration model proposed in
this study. The ESCs segregation is found to be related to the plug
flow region and is quantitatively predicted in this paper. The pre-
diction of the relative dimensions of the plug flow regions agrees
with the experimental relative dimensions of the localized ESCs
area from both this research and the literature. Furthermore,
according to the modelling results, the ESCs segregation can be
controlled by adjusting the relative dimension of the plug flow
region through optimizing of process parameters, such as, solid
fraction, cavity size and filling velocity.

This research also presents real-time in situ X-ray synchrotron
radiography results of the SSM flow under shearing in order to
study the ESCs migration behaviour. The ESCs are found to migrate
to the rotation centre under non-linear velocity profile. These
observations reveal the nature of the ESCs migration and validate
the proposed flow-induced ESCs migration mechanism.

Additionally, a semi-empirical SFR model is proposed by estab-
lishing the quantitative relationship between the rheological
parameters (yield stress, flow exponent and consistency factor)
and the solid fraction of SSMs. The SFR model provides a simple
mathematical approach to derive the rheological parameters from
solid fraction which meets the boundary conditions of f s ¼ 0 and 1.
The SFR model establishes a quantitative framework for the future
rheological modelling of SSMs.
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Appendix A. Rheological tests and data analysis

The composition of the A356 alloy is shown in Table A.1. The
rheological tests were performed in controlled shear stress mode
using a high-temperature rotational rheometer MCR 502 equipped
with a concentric-cylinder measuring system, as described in [27].
The bob and cup were made of graphite and grooved in order to
avoid the pollution and wall slip of the specimens. Cylindrical
specimens with the volume of /24� 17 mm cut from A356 alloy
ingots were placed in the concentric-cylinder device after being
polished and ultrasonically cleaned. The rheological tests proce-
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dure is shown in Fig. A.1(a). The rheological experiment was per-
formed under ten different isothermal conditions from 610 �C to
570 �C, with an interval of 10 �C. The solid fractions (f s) corre-
sponding to the aforementioned isothermal temperatures tested
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis using STA-
449F3 were 0.01, 0.22, 0.33, 0.41, and 0.47, respectively. The alloy
was pre-sheared at the shear rate of 100 s�1 for 60 s to ensure
homogenization of the microstructure before each test. During
the rheological test, the shear stress was set to linearly change
from 0.1 Pa to 1000 Pa. The tests were repeated three times for
each condition to ensure the reproducibility of the results.

During the rheological test, the yield behaviour of semi-solid
A356 alloy was observed. The method as shown in Fig. A.1(b) is
employed to identify the yield stress. It was observed that the
shear rate oscillates for a low shear rate range before yielding;
when the shear stress exceeds the yield stress, the shear rate stops
fluctuating and begins to increase above the corresponding point
(�0.1 s�1 in this study). The yield stresses at 570 – 610 �C
(f s = 0.01 – 0.47) in Table A.2 show a trend of non-linearly increase
with decreasing temperature, as well as increasing solid fraction.
The evolution of the shear stress with varying shear rate of semi-
solid A356 alloy at 570 – 610 �C during the tests is illustrated in
Fig. A.2. For each condition, the shear stress increases with increas-
ing shear rate after yielding because of the fragmentation of solid
particles under shear rate [51]. Moreover, the increase rate of shear
stress gradually decreases with increasing shear rate, which sug-
gest that this semi-solid alloy behaves like yield-pseudoplastic
fluid. The HB model is employed to fit the experimental results.
The fitting results are shown in Fig. A.2 and Table A.2. The coeffi-
cient of determination (R2) is greater than 0.999 for each fitting
curve, confirming the suitability of the HB model to reproduce
the rheological behaviour of SSM.
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